
chap.4 Ionization Detectors



Ionization Detectors:

Based on the direct collection of the ionization electrons and ions produced 
in a gas by passing radiation

First electrical devices developed for radiation detection.

•First half of the 20th century;Three basic types

Ionization Chamber ,Proportional Counter and Geiger Müller

Not in widespread use in modern nuclear and particle physics experiments 

today; Still very much employed in the laboratory as radiation monitors ; 

Cheap, simple to operate and easy to maintain

•During the late 1960s; Invention of the multi-wire proportional chamber

•Quickly adopted in high energy experiments

•Capable of localizing particle trajectories to less than a millimeter

•Later; Development of Drift Chamber and Time Projection Chamber
•Operate on the same basic principles as the simple Proportional Counter

•Require more sophisticated electronics and data acquisition by computer

•Used extensively in high energy particle physics experiments





Gaseous Ionization Detectors

•Great mobility of electrons and Ions in gas →gas is a obvious medium to 
measure ionizing radiation

•Ionization in gas has been studied thoroughly over the years, gas mixtures 
have been optimized for efficiency, devices have been optimized for fastness 
and resolution

•Basic construction of a simple gas detector (ion. chamber, prop. counter, 
GM-counter)

Positive HV: +V0 relative 
to the wall applied

Filled with a suitable gas, usually noble gas(argon,..)
•Conducting walls
•Thin end window

Ionizing particle
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Radial Electric Field

What happens if radiation penetrates the active volume?
•  Certain number of pairs created
•  Mean number of pairs proportional to the energy deposited in the counter
•  Electrons will be accelerated towards the anode and ions toward the cathode
•  Current signal observed depends on the field intensity



Ionization and Transport Phenomena in Gases

•Two types of energy loss of a charged particle in matter:
(1) excitation:X + p →X* + p

σ≈10-17 cm2, exact resonant energy required
(2) ionization:X + p →X++ p + e-

σ≈10-16 cm2, no exact energy requirement, E>I0, higher energy threshold
• Primary ionization:

The electrons and ions created by the incident radiation itself  
• Secondary ionization:

Sufficiently large energy is transferred to the electron (delta-rays), such  
that it creates electron-ion pairs itself, secondary ionization electrons may 
also ionize untill threshold for ionizing reactions is reached



•Second mechanism of ionization: 
Penning Effect:  
• Excited metastable states in certain atoms are unable to deexcite immediately 
to the ground state by emission of photon
• Deexcitation may occur through a collision with a second atom resulting in 
the ionization of latter

EX: Ne* + Ar→Ne+ Ar+ + e

•Third important mechanism:
Formation of molecular ions:
Positive gas ions interacts with a neutral atom of the same type to form
a molecular ion
EX:



Mean Number of Electron-Ion Pairs

• Fano factor:  Not well determined for most gases, 0.2-0.4

• This average value w does not depend very strongly on particle type and  only weakly 
on the gas type.

• For gases: of the order of 1 ion-electron pair per 30 eV, so for example for 3 keV 
particle an average of 3000/30=100 ion-electron pairs is created.

• Ionization is of statistical nature





Recombination and Electron Attachment

When there is no electric field, ion-elctron pairs will generally recombine 
under force of their electric attraction emmitting a photon in the process

For molecular ions:

Rate of recombination

n0: initial concentration at t=0

for ! −= ! += !

The recombination coefficient is normally orders of magnitude larger between positive
ions and negative ions compared with that between positive ions and free electrons.

b : recombination coefficient,
constant depending on gas type;

n-,n+ : ion concertation



Electron attachment: 

Capture of free electrons by electronegative atoms to form negative ions

Atoms which have an almost full outer electron shell so that the addition an extra 
electron actually results in the release of energy. The negative ion consequently stable. 
The energy released in this capture is known as electron affinity.
Examples of electronegative gases are O2, H2O, CO2 etc. 

Presence of any electronegative gases in the detector will diminish the efficiency of electron-
ion collection by trapping the electrons before they reach the electrodes

Noble Gases; He, Ne, Ar, in contrast, have negative electron affinities

电子亲和势



Transport of Electrons and Ions in Gases

Diffusion
In the absence of electric field, electrons and ions liberated by passing radiation

The neutral atoms or molecules of the gas are in constant thermal motion, a mean 
free path of typical gases under standard conditions ~10-6-10-8 m

Positive ions or free electrons created within gas also take part in the radom thermal 
motion and therefore have some tendency to diffuse away from regions of high density.

• diffuse uniformly outward from their point of creation
• suffer multiple collisions with the gas molecules, loses their energy
• come quickly into thermal equilibrium with the gas and eventually recombine

At thermal energies, velocity of charges are described by Maxwell distribution



From kinetic theory: distribution of charges after diffusing for a time t is gaussian

N0 : total number of charges
x :   distance from point of creation
D :  the diffusion coefficient

λ:  the mean free path of particle
σ0: total cross section for a collision with a gas molecule
p:   pressure

for ions under normal conditions about 1mm after 1sec

• diffusion of ions is almost gas independent
• diffusion of electrons is strongly gas dependent

after a diffusion time t the electrons/ions are Gaussian distributed with a spread 



For positive ions
• Drift velocity depends linearly on the ratio E/p (called reduced electric field)    up to 
relatively high E, v=µ×E/p

Drift

• In the presence of an electric field, the electrons and ions 
are accelerated along the field lines

• Acceleration is interrupted by collisions with the gas 
molecules  which limit maximum average velocity,
known as drift velocity v

μ: mobility of charge

At 1 atm pressure, a typical electric field of 1KV/cm will result in a drift velocity of

the order of 103cm/s. Ion transit times over typical detector dimensions of a cm

will therefore be approximately 1ms. By most standards, this is a very long time.

漂移速度

约化场强

迁移率



http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/0022-3727/22/6/006/pdf

Drift velocities were measured for ions of both polarities in unpurified cylinder SFs, 
at pressures ranging from 50 to 700Torr. 



For electrons

• mobility is ~1000 times higher 
than ions and is function of E.
velocities of a few times 106 cm/s 
at electric fields of 1 kV/cm-atm.

•No linear dependence on electric 
field strength. Saturation effects, 
even decreasing possible. 



Avalanche multiplication
Multiplication in gas detectors occurs when the primary ionization electrons gain 
sufficient energy from the accelerating E field to also ionize gas molecules. The 
resulting secondary electrons then produce tertiary ionization etc. This result in the 
formation of anavalanche.

Because of the greater mobility of electrons: avalanche has the from of a liquid 
drop: Electrons grouped near the head; Ions (slower) trailing behind

An actual photograph of 
individual electron avalanches.

!
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Charge amplification within a detector itself reduces the demands on external amplifiers 

• the probability of ionization per unit length ! = #
$

• For n electrons, there will be d& = &α() new electrons created in a path dx

!: first Townsend coefficient

• Multiplication factor M:

! is function of x (in non uniform electric fileds)

• Limitation of M:  M < 108 or α(x) < 20, α(x)> 20 → breakdown

• Calculating ! for different gases (model by Rose and Korff) 

A,B: constants depending on gas





At zero voltage
No charge is collected

I. Recombination region
Incomplete charge collection:
• Recombination before collection 

as the voltage raised

• Currents begins to increase

• More and more electron-ion pairs
are collected



II. Ionization region

Complete primary charge collection, 
no multiplication or amplification

• Collected charge proportional to 
energy, small signal, typically used 
only for heavy charged particles or 
large fluxes of radiation



III. Proportional region
Avalanche multiplication.
• The multiplication is linear.

• Measured pulse amplitude ∝
incident particle energy 
(at fixed applied voltage) 

• Large amplification (~106)

IV. Region of limited proportionality

• Motionless cloud of positive ions 
is created which is slow to 
disperse. 

• If the positive ion concentration is 
high, the electric field is distorted, 
which leads to distortion in gas 
multiplication. Space charge
results in non-linear effects.

:space charge density



IV. Geiger Müller region

• Secondary avalanches along 
anode wire, avalanches are 
created until space charge is 
sufficient to reduce electrical 
field and suppresses 
multiplication

• independent of primary 
charge no energy 
measurement possible! 

Geiger Müller counter





V. Discharge region

Continuous breakdown with or 
without radiation (to be avoided to 
prevent damage to the counter)



Ion Chamber - Pulse mode

- V0 across the load resistance R

- Gas spacing d

- Generation of ion pairs at x
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Example: 2 x 2 x 10 cm3 chamber
Electron drift time: 

t–max = d/v- = 2cm/(4cm/μs)= 500 ns
Ion drift time:

t+max = d/v+= 500 μs

Typical:
v- = 4 cm/μs; v+ = 4 cm/ms

When the collection circuit time constant is very large

V: Independent of position of incident ionization



In electron-sensitive operation,

(neglecting ion drift)

Velec. : sensitive to position of incident radiation

An ionization chamber collects the generated charge (from ionization) without 
amplification. If we want to see a single ionization(n0=1) we need an amplification of 
at least 10,000 times without amplification of the noise.

• Pulse shape given by electrons



The gridded Ion Chamber

Signal on anode only generated by electrons that have passed the Frisch grid

• The grid is maintained to intermediate potential and is transparent to electrons 

• Incident radiation directed only into active volume Cathode-Grid 

Add a grid at position between the anode and cathode but closer to the anode. 

The grid has a high transmission but it shields the anode electrically from the primary ionization.

FWHM: ~30keV





Beam

In the TEGIC, electrons and positive ions have an equal potential drop. Only the 
electron part of the anode pulse is sufficient to obtain DE information, and so the 
positive ion part can be completely disregarded.





Proportional Counter
Choice of Geometry

Typical proportional counters are constructed with the cylindrical geometry.

The anode consists of a fine wire that is positioned along the axis of a large hollow
tube that serves as cathode.

The electric filed at a radius r is given by

a= anode wire radius.
b= cathode inner radius.

Suppose a voltage V of 2000V is applied with a=80!" and b=1.0cm.

The electric filed at anode surface is 5.18 x 106 V/m



• The region of gas multipilication is confined to 
a very small volume compare to the total 
volume of the gas. The avalanche occurs very 
quickly.

• almost all primary ion pairs are formed outside 
the multiplying region, and the primary electron 
simply drifts to that region before multiplication 
take place. 

• each electron undergoes the same multiplication 
precess regardless of its original positon of formation, 
and the multiplification factor will be same for all 
original ion pairs.



Induced signal in a tube 

• neglect the electron contribution in the pulse formation 

For a=25!m, b=1cm, x=28!m 

Induced charge

Induced current

Electron current orders of magnitude greater
than ion current because of greater mobility
and smaller radii but very fast (down to less
than 1ns)
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∆"=the potential difference through which
an electron moves between successive
ionization events.

#=minimum value of E/p below which
multiplication cannot occur.

Gas multiplication factor 



Choice of Fill Gas
Choice is governed by several factors:
– Low working voltage
– High gain
– Good proportionality
– High rate capability

• Usually these conditions are met by gas mixtures rather than pure gases

• Preferred usually: Argon→ high specific ionization and low cost

• Pure Argon cannot be operated at gains of more then 103-104 , above that 
continuous discharge will occur, photons will be emitted by the excited Argon atoms 
in the avalanche with high enough energy to ionize the cathode by photo-electric
effect →further avalnches->Permanent discharge!)



• Quencher: addition of polyatomic gas like Methane, Alcohol, isobutane, CO2, or  

BF3, which absorb the emitted photons and then dissipate their energy through 

dissociation or elastic collisions

• Conventional proportional counters filled with P10 gas (90% Argon+ 10% Methane) 

have gains of 106

• Gain can be further increased to 107  by adding electronegative gas such as 

freon(CF3Br), these gases do not only absorb photons but can also trap electrons 

extracted from the cathode (because of the  high electric field) before they reach 

the anode and cause avalanches

• Remedy of discharge: Mix in a small amount of a small 

molecule – molecules have vibrational modes that can 

absorb energy and they tend not to radiate UV photons and 

also tend to collect the charge due to charge-exchange 

reactions. 

猝灭剂



Energy resolution

Detector at moderate voltage of 2.25 kV. 



–Plane layer of proportional chambers  without intermediate walls
–Anode wire, typ. gold plated tungsten (10-30 µm)
–Typ. distance d = 2 mm
–Gains of 107

Charpak showed that an array of many closely spaced anode 
wires in the same chamber act like independent prop. counters

The Multiwire Proportional Counter(MWPC)





tracking of charged particles, 
some PID capabilities via dE/dx
Large area coverage, high rate capability  



Chamber Gas

Magic gas: Ar(75%), isobutane(24.5%) and freon-13B1 (0.5%)

Gains of 107  → at this level of multiplication the signals are saturated 
and independent of energy 

The magic gas increases the path length of the electrons
(ultraviolet photons emitted in the avalanches near the anode

can extend the avalanche radially outward)

→ contribution of electron signal becomes significant

→ fast signal due to short drift time of electrons

→ good timing resolution (~ ns)

Depends on the purpose:

P10 for energy measurement

magic gas for time measurement

Pressure: usually 1atm



Readout methods
Standard method: 
each anode wire is considered a separate detector connected to its own electronics





Center of gravity method:

y(cathod)
y(anode)
x(cathod)

Read-out not only on anode wires, but also on cathodes - segmentation of cathodes.
Charge sharing allows for more precise measurement of center of gravity resolution of y 
coordinate (along the wire) of ≥ 50 μm possible 

• readout channel per resolution element

Direct readout method
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• Time difference : Delay lines

• Charge division: Resistive wires
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Interpolating readout method



Charge division

Delay line

Al calibration mask





The Parallel Plate Avalanche Chamber(PPAC)

A PPAC consists of two thin parallel stretched foils 

with a very low gas pressure in between.

Under low pressure condition: p: 1 - 20 mbar; V: a few hundred volts

Electrons released gain enough energy 

to induce immediate secondary ionization 

in the homogeneous electric field, and a 

Townsend avalanche is formed

Gas: isobutane ;Gain: a few thousands 

mainly used for heavy ion detection:

charged particle tracking

Typically E/P~ 300V/cm-mbar, 

sufficient to ensure the proportional regime

Higer gain: Low pressure multiwire proportional counter Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 431 (1999) 476.











Drift Chamber

Drift Chambers are MWPCs where the time it takes for the ions to reach 
the sense wire is recorded.  This time info gives position info:



drift velocity

For some gas mixtures the drift velocity is ~constant (independent of 
the electric field):



Many of these circles 
define the particle track.







Drift Chamber Spatial Resolution



• the recoil leaves enough energy to induce an image of its trajectory in the 
segmented cathode.

• the drift time to the amplification wires allows the determination of the reaction plane

Active Target

Tstart

E

Drift chamber



MAYA random selected events

(p,t) & (p,d) 
reactions

Scattering 
on Carbon





2p sequential decay 2p emission

45Fe 2p emission

（A,Z）
（A-1,Z-1）

（A-2,Z-2）

（A,Z）
（A-1,Z-1）

（A-2,Z-2）



• For longer drift distance, larger diffusion(particularly in the lateral direction) 

→resolution!

• Remedy: magnetic field parallel to E-field→confines electrons to helical 

trajectories about the drift direction →reduces diffusion by a factor of 10

• E and B fields must be in perfect 

alignment and uniform over the 

volume of the drift zone

(1/104 accuracy).
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• Space charge from 
positve ions drifting 
from anode wires to 
the central cathode

• prevented by grid at 
ground potential just 
before the anode wires, 
capture ions





880.P20 Winter 2006 Richard Kass









Micro-Gap Chambers

Enhanced type of 
MSGC with anode 
and cathode 
separated by a layer 
of insulating film



Get rid of the wires and use holes in an insulator
Thin layer of insulating foil coated on both sides with metal film
Contains chemically produced holes of size ~50-100µm
The two metal films are have different voltages, creating a strong E field in the holes
Gas multiplication avalanche occurs when a charge passes through a hole

（x,y）

Nucl. Instr. Meth. A. 805(2016)2

400V

Gas Electron multipliers(GEM)



Electrons produced in the avalanche's front leave the multiplication region and 

transfer to lower section of the structure, where they can be collected by the two 

dimensional-patterned charge collection anode.

The signal on the anode is only generated by the collection of electrons（very fast）.

Nucl. Instr. Meth. A. 805(2016)2

A typical resolution is ~70 μm





The Geiger-Müller Counter

Principle 
• Usage of similar gases as in proportional counter. 

• Configuration of detector such that operates above the proportional region. 

• In avalanches surrounding atoms get excited and radiate soft photons that 

generate via photoelectric effect electron-ion pairs that form additional avalanches. 

• Within a few microsecond we get a total discharge and a large signal. 







Signal Shape and Dead Time


